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PHOTO - 1: MOVE OF INDIAN TROOPS FOR KOREA

PHOTO - 2: INDIAN JAWANS CARRYING BATTLE CASUALTIES ON WAR FROM IN KOREA
PHOTO - 3: SURGERY IN PROGRESS ON BATTLE FIELD
BY INDIAN SURGEONS
PHOTO - 4: INDIAN TENTED COLONY IN ‘HIND NAGAR’

PHOTO - 5: INDIAN JAWANS KEEPING ARMED GUARD ON PRISONERS OF WAR CAMP

PHOTO - 6: KOREAN FRIENDS PRESENTING THEIR KOREAN FLAG

PHOTO - 7: LT GEN THIMAYYA, CHAIRMAN OF THE NNRC TALKING TO THE US ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF, GEN RIDGWAY IN THE DEMILITARIZED ZONE
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PHOTO - 8 : SOLDIERS DISEMBARKING AT INCHON HARBOUR

PHOTO - 9 : JAWANS DISEMBARKING FROM HELICOPTER
PHOTO - 10: PRISONERS WAITING IN ENCLOSURE TO BE HANDED OVER

PHOTO - 11: CHANGE OF UNIT COMMAND
PHOTO - 12: CHINESE PRISONERS PROTESTING WITH ANTI INDIAN POSTERS BY HANGING POTS AND PANS
PHOTO - 13 : JAWANS BOARDING THE SHIP SS MOZAFFARI
PHOTO - 14 : MOVE BY TRAIN FROM MADRAS TO JHANSI

PHOTO - 15 : BN MARCHING BACK TO WELLESLEY LINES
UNIC : CAMBODIA

PHOTO - 16 : INDIAN MEMBER ACTING AS THE CHAIRMAN SEEING WITH MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

PHOTO - 17 : INDIAN PRIME MINISTER JAWAHAR LAL NEHRU IN INDO-CHINA MEETING THE MEMBERS OF 2 GUARDS BATTALION
PHOTO - 18: TURNING OUT OF GUARD BY FOREIGN DIGNITARIES
PHOTO - 19 : JAT BATTALION GROUP OFFICERS WITH CONGO PARLIAMENTARIANS

PHOTO - 20 : TEAM OF OFFICERS OF 2 JAT POSTED WITH THE BATTALION IN CONGO
PHOTO - 21 : CONGO TROPHY THAT BRINGS HOME THE FOND MEMORIES TO ALL RANKS OF 2 JAT BATTALION

MAP - 1 : CONGO
MAP - 2 : OPERATION ONU-KAT
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PHOTO - 22 : THE BRAVEST HERO AND PRIDE OF INDIA
CAPTAIN GURBACHAN SINGH SALARIA, PARAM VIR CHAKRA

PHOTO - 23 : CAPTAIN SALARIAS FATHER SHRI MUNSHI RAM RECEIVING THE PARAM VIR CHAKRA (POSTHUMOUS) FROM DR. RADHA KRISHNA, PRESIDENT OF INDIA ON 26 JANUARY 1962
PHOTO - 24: UN HELICOPTERS AT CONGO IN OPERATIONAL MISSIONS

PHOTO - 25: THE INDIAN CONTINGENT PAYS RESPECT TO THEIR BRAVE HEROES
PHOTO - 26: OFFICER CHECKING THE TROOPS ON DUTY

PHOTO - 27: A WARM WELCOME BY INDIAN DIGNITARIES ON HOME COMING OF THE BATTALION
CAMBODIA
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PHOTO - 28 : AMBUSH AT CHAMKAR LEU

PHOTO - 29 : PATROLLING BEFORE ELECTIONS
PHOTO - 30 : GOVERNOR OF KAMPONG CHAM HONOURING FATEH SHIBJI

PHOTO - 31 : CLEANING OF WELL

PHOTO - 32 : PROVISION OF WATER
PHOTO - 33 : INDIAN ARMY DOCTORS TREATING LOCAL PATIENTS

PHOTO – 34 : CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOLS BY INDIAN TROOPS
SOMALIA

66 (I) INF BDE GP

PHOTO - 35 : MEMORIES OF INDIAN BRIGADE
PHOTO - 36 : MOVE OF BRIGADE GROUP BY BOEING 747

PHOTO - 37 : MOVE OF VEHICLES & HEAVY LOADS BY CARGO SHIP
PHOTO - 38: MEDICAL CAMPS ORGANISED FOR SOMALIANS

PHOTO - 39: ANIMALS BEING TREATED BY INDIAN VETERINARY STAFF

PHOTO - 40: ESTABLISHMENT OF WATER POINT FOR ANIMALS BY INDIAN TROOPS IN SOMALIA
PHOTO - 41 : DIFFUSING A BOMB ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF BAIDOA
MAP - 3 : MAP OF SOMALIA
PHOTO - 42: ‘OP HOPE’ CORDON & SEARCH AT A HUTU REFUGEE CAMP

PHOTO - 43: ‘WE WILL PROTECT YOU’ SAFE TRANSPORTATION OF REFUGEES TO CAMPS OP RETOUR
PHOTO - 44: VIEW OF AN INDIAN MEDICAL CAMP IN SOMALIA

PHOTO - 45: UN SECRETARY GENERAL MR BOUTROS BOUTROS GHALI BEING GIVEN A REVIEW OF PARADE DURING MEDAL PRESENTATION CEREMONY

PHOTO - 46: CHIEF OF ARMY STAFF COMPLEMENTING ALL RANKS OF THE CONTINGENT
PHOTO - 47: TREATMENT OF CIVILIAN CASUALTIES

PHOTO - 48: IMPARTING VOCATIONAL TRAINING
PHOTO - 49 : PROVIDING PROTECTION ENROUTE TO AIRPORT

PHOTO - 50 : UNITED NATIONS PROTECTION ESCORTING VEHICLE

PHOTO – 51 : OFFICERS OF FORCE 21 WATCHING TV BROADCAST OF THEIR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
PHOTO - 52 : RUF REBELS AND THEIR BRUTALITY
PHOTO - 53: ADVANCING ELEMENTS HEADING FOR THEIR OBJECTIVE
PHOTO - 54 : INDIAN 105 MM LIGHT FIELD GUN IN ACTION

PHOTO - 55 : HELI LIFT OPERATIONS
PHOTO - 56 : MEMORIES OF OPERATION KHUKRI
PHOTO - 57 : BRDM (WHEELED) EQUIPMENT
PHOTO - 58: INDIAN SOLDIERS CARRYING LETHAL AMMUNITION OF MECHANIZED EQUIPMENT

PHOTO - 59: RELIGIOUS TEACHER PERFORMING LAST RITES OF A BRAVE INDIAN SOLDIER ON FOREIGN SOIL
MAP - 4 : MAP OF LEBANON
MAP - 5 : UNIFIL AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY AND DEPLOYMENT

MAP - 6 : AREA OF OPERATIONS OF INDIAN BATTALION
PHOTO - 60 : UNITED NATION VERIFICATION LINE
PHOTO - 61: RECOVERY OF ARMS AND AMMUNITION

AK 47 1 WITH 2 MAGAZINE
AND 400 ROUNDS CONFISCATED
AT 4-2 BCP FROM A DFF PERS
ON 15 MAY 2000.

PHOTO - 62: RECOVERY OF LIVE HAND GRENADE AND
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
PHOTO - 63 : SUPPORT FOR RECOVERY OF CIVIL VEHICLES BEING PROVIDED BY INDIAN ARMY PERSONNEL
PHOTO - 64: INDIAN ARMY MEN RECEIVING THE AWARD OF UNIFIL’s BEST BATTALION WITH CHEERFUL SMILES AND LOTS OF PRIDE

PHOTO - 65: HANDING OVER THE CHARGE OF OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE INCOMING UNIT
MAP - 7

PHOTO - 66: INDIAN STRIKERS OPERATING SISU ARMED PERSONNEL CARRIER

PHOTO - 67: FORCE MOBILE RESERVE (FMR)
PHOTO – 68 : AN INDIAN SOLDIER ON DUTY IN RUGGED MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN TO BRING HOPE FOR PEACE

PHOTO – 69 : FMR PATROLLING IN HASBANI VALLEY

PHOTO - 70 : THE PROUD INDIAN SOLDIERS IN LEBANON
HUMANITARIAN OPERATIONS

SCARS OF WAR: DESTRUCTION OF UNIMAGINABLE MAGNITUDE

IDP CAMP AT SENAFE

DE SOLATE STREETS

THE ONLY SOURCE OF WATER

STATE OF ROADS

PHOTO – 71
PHOTO - 72 : MAJ (Mrs) ANUPAMA PARASHAR TREATING LOCAL PATIENTS

HEALTH INSPECTION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN, ADIDRAT

PHOTO - 73 : HEALTH CARE

INDBATT MEDICAL OFFICER AT MAY MINE HEALTH CENTRE
CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS IN SENAFE

ROAD TO TSORENA

PHOTO - 74 : INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

PHOTO - 75 : MAINTENANCE OF TRACKS
INAUGURATION OF WATER POINT AT ADIGRAT

LOCALS AT ADIGRAT WATER POINT

PHOTO - 76 : PROVISIONING OF BASIC NECESSITY OF WATER TO LOCALS

PHOTO - 77 : COMPUTER EDUCATION TO LOCALS AS A PART OF LITERACY DRIVE
PHOTO - 78 : ONE OF THE CHILDREN PARK CONSTRUCTED BY INDIAN ARMY

BADA POST

PHOTO - 79 : PROVISION OF FLOOD RELIEF BY INDIAN TROOPS DURING FLASH FLOODS
PHOTO - 80 : VISIT OF INDIAN AMBASSADOR TO ADI GRAT

VISIT MR NICK THORNE, UN HQ TO UNIT

VISIT CAO, UNMEE TO HQ INDBATT

PHOTO - 81 : VISIT TO INDBATT BY FOREIGN DIGNITARIES
MISSION AREA AT A GLANCE

MISSION AREA AT A GLANCE

INDBATT DEPLOYMENT

MAP - 8 : DEPLOYMENT OF UNMEE

PHOTO - 82 : INFANTRY BATTALION GROUP BEING BRIEFED BY THE COMMANDING OFFICER
PHOTO - 83: INDIAN SOLDIER OF DE-MINING COMPANY CHECKING FOR
LAND MINES AND UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE
PHOTO - 84: MOVING COLUMNS IN ETHIOPIA AND ERITREA